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Figure I. Microburst prediction example for July 7, [990
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Figure 1. Cockpit wind shear display layout
(Arrival mode)
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Orlando Experiment - Questions and Answers
Q: ED LOCKE (Thermo Electron Technologies) - What is the cost per airport of the
TDWR as projected by Raetheon? How effective is the TDWR in seeing dry microbursts?
A: STEVE CAMPBELL (MIT Lincoln Laboratory) - I don't have the exact numbers here
but I believe the total cost per airport is something on the order of 6 to 7 million dollars.
On the other question; our feeling is that the TDWR is very effective in detecting dry
microbursts. About the lowest reflectivity you're going to see in an outflow, even in
Denver, is down in the order of -20 to -10 dBZ. That is well within the sensitivity rating of
the TDWR. For the ASR9 with the wind shear processing you do have a sensitivity
problem in a Denver type environment.
Q: NORMAN CRABILL (Aero Space Consultants) - Have you considered uplinking the
microburst velocity divided by distance or the Bowles' F-factor to the pilot?
A: STEVE CAMPBELL (MIT Lincoln Laboratory) - We in fact did transmit that to the
airplane but we didn't display it. We could have and perhaps should have. It was an
operational decision.
Q: ED LOCKE (Thermo Electron Technologies) - Can you give the characteristics of the
TDWR used in the tests at Orlando?
A: STEVE CAMPBELL (MIT Lincoln Laboratory) - I'll give you the characteristics for the
TDWR as I recall them and our test bed is very similar to these characteristics. The wave
length is 5 cm; the antenna diameter is 27 feet; the PRF is adaptive. We have an adaptive
scheme where we scan at a low PRF of about 350 Htz. That allows us to identify
unambiguously the very long range echoes. We then adaptively select a PRF which
minimizes second trip folding into the first trip. In particular we try to minimize the folding
around the immediate airport region. If there is folding that we can detect it, since we
know unambiguously where all the range echoes are, we can determine from a given PRF
where all the folding is occurring and flag the obscured cells. As a practical matter our
PRF goes from something on the order of 700 Htz up to about 1200 Htz. The pulse
energy of the Raetheon TDWR is a quarter of a gigawatt and the pulse length is one
microsecond. Our pulse length make be a little bit shorter for technical reasons. The
microburst alarms are updated once a minute. Our beam width, both horizontal and vertical
is a half degree, actually TDWR is 0.55 degrees.
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